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COMPILING CONTROL 
MAURICE BRUYNOOGHE, DANNY DE SCHREYE, AND BRUNO KREKELS 
D In the past, a lot of research has been done on obtaining efficient execution 
of programs which are very readable but very inefficient under the standard 
computation rule of PROLOG. Control languages have been developed to 
obtain the desired coroutining behavior. However, execution of the control 
part causes substantial overhead. In this paper, a novel technique is 
presented to avoid this overhead. The trace obtained from a coroutining 
execution of the program is used to synthesize a new program which gives 
the desired efficiency under the standard PROLOG computation rule. The 
overhead of executing the control part is eliminated. In a first part, the 
technique is explained as a manual transformation technique, some exam- 
ples are shown, and the correctness of the transformation is proven. In a 
second part, the automation of the technique is sketched, and it is indicated 
through examples which techniques known in machine learning and pro- 
gram synthesis have proved useful in building an automated system. 
INTRODUCTION 
Control is one of the most fascinating issues in the area of logic programming. 
Expressed by Hayes as “Computation is controlled deduction” [12], it was one of 
the major forces behind the creation of the field. The equation “Algorithm = Logic 
+ Control” of Kowalski [13] has spurred a lot of research with the goal of obtaining 
an efficient execution from an inefficient but easy-to-write and easy-to-understand 
declarative program. One of the earliest attempts to control the forward execution 
with statements in a separate language is described by Gallaire and Laserre in [9]; a 
recent one is the MRS system [lo]. Intelligent backtracking [4] has been developed 
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to control the backward execution. X-PROLOG [6] was the first of a number of 
systems capable of handling new control features without the mediation of a 
metainterpreter. Naish [15] gives an excellent survey and proposes an idealized 
computation rule. 
However, it is widely recognized that “sophisticated control has large runtime 
overhead” and that “compile time optimizations are superior to runtime optimiza- 
tion? [20]. This brings us to that subarea of program transformation which is 
concerned with transforming inefficient programs into (more) efficient ones. A 
recent but brief survey of these techniques is given by Nakagawa in [17]. 
This paper presents a novel transformation technique. It uses a trace obtained 
from a metainterpreter, as envisioned in [9] or in the MRS system [lo], to synthesize 
a new Horn clause program. This program can be executed efficiently by a standard 
PROLOG system. The approach has grown out of an attempt to apply partial 
evaluation techniques on a metainterpreter. (The trace can be seen as the result of 
the partial evaluation of the metainterpreter with the given query.) Gallagher [8] was 
the first to propose this for logic programming. Our synthesis technique is related to 
methods applied in the synthesis of programs from examples [2]. Partial evaluation 
of metainterpreters is also applied by Shapiro to eliminate the overhead of special 
metainterpreters of flat concurrent PROLOG [20]. 
Another approach is given by Narain [18]. He realizes lazy evaluation with a 
minimal overhead by adapting a special programming style using reduce to control 
and delay the evaluation of expressions. Also, his approach requires correctness 
proofs adapted to the data structures and procedures used in the program. 
Our starting point is very similar to that in [ll], but Gregory stays very close to 
the classical unfold transformation techniques of Darlington [5]. Our transformed 
programs realize a computation (under the PROLOG computation rule) which is 
equivalent to a computation of the old program (under an idealized computation 
rule). It means we cannot improve on Fibonacci (no computation rule provides 
lemma generation). However, in the nontrivial examples, the fold-unfold technique 
requires substantial creativity from the user in the sense that at some point clauses, 
additional to the ones describing the problem’s logic, have to be provided on which 
the folding can be performed, whereas in our approach, the transformation is 
strongly guided by the trace obtained by executing the program under the idealized 
computation rule. 
The proposed technique to compile control has a lot in common with the concept 
of supercompilation as promoted by V. Turchin. Both techniques have their roots in 
the partial evaluation idea (but otherwise developed independently). Reference [22] 
is a good survey of the work of Turchin and puts the concept in a broader 
perspective: it sketches the many potential applications. Whereas Turchin uses a 
functional language, REFAL, we use a logic programming language, pure PROLOG. 
We do not take part in the debate between functional and logic programming; we 
just want to point out the most substantial difference between the approach of 
Turchin and ours: we have to cope with nondeterminism. The N-queens problem is 
a typical representative of the class of programs exhibiting nondeterminism and 
having no straightforward functional counterpart. 
We are only concerned with top-down execution of logic programs. The control 
information we compile is the information used by the idealized computation rule 
during a top-down execution of a logic program. We do not discuss how this 
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information is obtained and expressed (see [15] and [16] for this). We assume the 
control program is in the head of the user, who builds the trace during an interactive 
session with the system. 
As a final remark, the main difference between this article and our earlier paper 
[3] is the way in which the automation of the manual transformation technique is 
dealt with. In [3] we merely proposed some ideas that seemed promising for 
automation at the time. Here, instead, we give a description of the methods that 
were used to build a prototype system that proved adequate for a large class of 
example transformations examined so far. These include SLOWSORT, N queens, sieve 
of Eratosthenes, first n lucky numbers, SAMELEAVES, double append, ancestors, and 
admissible pairs. Also, for this paper a different and more complicated example 
program was selected to be used as a basis to illustrate the main features of the 
transformation technique, the correctness proof, and the automation. 
The method is illustrated, in Section 2, with a simple and well-known example. 
Section 3 sketches a more complicated example and points out the hardest parts of 
the transformation. Section 4 shows the equivalence between the old and the new 
program. In Section 5, we discuss the automation of the transformation. We end 
with a summary and a discussion of our achievements. 
1. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE: SLOWSORT 
Conuentions. Variable names start with a lowercase letter; constants, functors, 
and predicate names with an uppercase letter. The infix notation x.y is used for a list 
with head x and tail y. In the traces, a bold variable indicates that, at run time, the 
variable is instantiated. An italic variable indicates a still unknown variable. 
The well known SLOWSORT program sorts a list by generating permutations of the 
given list until it finds and ordered one. The program is as follows: 
Sort(x,y) + Perm(x,y), Ord(y). 
Perm(Nil,Nil) +- . 
Perm(x.y,u.v) + Del(u,x.y,w), Perm(w,v). 
Del(x,x.y,y) +-- . 
Del(x,y.u,y.v) +- Del(x,u,v). 
Ord(Ni1) +- . 
Ord(x.Nil) + . 
Ord(x.y.z) + x I y, Ord(y.z). 
The efficiency of this sorting algorithm can be improved-without making it a 
good algorithm-by interleaving the execution of Perm and Ord. This can be 
accomplished by a metainterpreter which, at each inference step, executes a control 
program to decide (1) which subgoal is selected, (2) whether the subgoal is 
completely executed (reduced to the empty subgoal) or only a single inference step 
is made. We can obtain a trace from such a metainterpreter showing (1) the 
sequence of goal statements, (2) the selected subgoal and the number of inference 
steps allowed (“1” or “all”) on it, (3) which variables are instantiated. 
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Instead of considering a particular input, as in [14], it is more informative to 
work with a symbolic input. Consequently, the trace contains branching points 
where the path to be selected at run time depends on the particularities of the input. 
(Of course, there are branching points possible where at run time two or more paths 
are possible: the normal backtrack points.) 
The trace is a tree; we call it a symbolic truce tree. For SLOWSORT, it is given in 
Figure 1. States 2, 5, and 10 are branching points where the path to be selected at 
run time depends on the length of the input list k. In state 4, Del is selected for 
complete execution. To keep track of the instantiation patterns, it is necessary to 
know the effect of its execution, i.e. that it instantiates vi and wi. Del can have 
several solutions; however, in terms of resulting instantiations, they have the same 
effect and can be reproduced by the same branch of the symbolic trace tree. In state 
9 I is selected; at run time this test can fail, in which case the run time system 
backtracks to the last Del call having alternate solutions. 
Remark that the structure of the symbolic trace tree does not coincide with the 
run time search tree (OR-tree). Sometimes there is a branching in the trace tree while 
there is none in the search tree (state 2); sometimes, the reverse is true (state 4). 
The symbolic trace tree is infinite. However, in this example, state 10 is a 
renaming of 5, and the successors of 10 are renamings of the successors of 5. 
It is straightforward to obtain an infinite program having the same behavior but 
without the overhead of the metainterpreter by introducing a separate predicate for 
each state and writing a clause for each state transition. For example, we have for 
state 2 S2(Perm(k,l),Ord(l)), and for the successor state 4, S4(Del(v,,u,.k,,w,), 
Perm(w,,l,), Ord(vi.1,)). 
We obtain the heading of the desired clause by applying the substitutions on the 
initial state; the final state becomes the body: 
S2( Perm(u,.k,,v,.l,), Ord(vi.1,) ) + 
S4( Del(v,,u,.k,,w,), Perm(w,,l,), Ord(vi.1,) ). 
The selected subgoal is added to the body in case we have complete execution of a 
subgoal (“all”). For example: 
S4( Del(v,,u,.k,,w,), Perm(w,,l,), Ord(vr.1,) > + 
Del(v,,u,.k,,w,), 
S5( Perm(w,,l,), Ord(vi.1,) ). 
To obtain a finite program, we should only use a finite set of predicates to label 
the states of the symbolic trace tree. We have already observed that state 10 is a 
renaming of state 5; this suggests the use of S5 for all states 5k, k 2 1, S6 for all 
states 5k + 1, k L 1,. . . , and S9 for all states 5k + 4, k 2 1. Now, the clause(s) 
defining predicate S5 must not only cover the transition 5 to 6 but also the 
transitions 10 to 11, 15 to 16,. . . . These transitions are examples from which we 
have to synthesize a program. For this program, thanks to the well-chosen labeling 
of states, the synthesis is trivial. Indeed, in each set, all examples are renamings of 
each other and all transitions in the set are covered by the clause derived from a 
single example. 
By representing states of the symbolic trace tree having the same predicate on the 
same node, we obtain a finite symbolic trace graph. For SLOWSORT, this graph is 
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FlGURE 1. Symbolic trace tree of SLOWSORT. The selected subgoal is prefixed with either (1) 
or (all). Instantiated variables are printed in bold, e.g. k. Free variables are printed in italic, 
e.g. 1. 
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1 
Sl( Sort(...) ) 
4 
S2( Perm(...),Ord(...) > 
S7( Del(...).Perm(...),Ord(...) ) 
S8( Perm(...).Ord(...) > 
1 
/S9( Perm(...),<(...),Ord(...) ) 1 
FIGURE 2. Traces graph of SLOWSORT. 
shown in Figure 2. It is the call graph of the derived program restricted to the calls 
Si. We give this graph to improve the reader’s intuitive understanding of the derived 
program. 
As each transition is covered by a single clause, we can easily eliminate predicates 
S3, S4, S6, S7, S8, and S9 (inline expansion of call). This gives the more compact 
trace graph of Figure 3. For this reduced graph, the clauses are: 
Cl: Sl( Sort(k,l) ) + 
S2( Perm(k,l), Ord(1) ). [transition l-2 in Figure l] 
C2: S2( Perm(Nil,Nil), Ord(Ni1) ) + _ [transition 2-3-01 
C3 : S2( Perm(u,.k,,v,.l,), Ord(vr.1,) ) + 
Del(vi,u,.k,,w,), 
S5( Perm(w,,l,),Ord(v,.l,) ). [transition 2-4-51 
C4: S5( Perm(Nil,Nil), Ord(v,.Nil) ) + . [transition 5k-(5k + l)] 
C5: S5( Perm(u,.k,,v,.l,),Ord(v,.v,.l,) ) +- 
Del(v,,u,.k,,w,), 
vt 5 v,, 
S5( Perm(w,,l,),Ord(v,.l,) ). 
[transition 5k-(5k + 2)-(5k + 3)-(5k + 4)-(5/c + 5)] 
The approach can be summarized as follows: 
1. The execution of a symbolic query is simulated by a metainterpreter. This 
results in a symbolic trace tree. It requires knowledge of the instantiations 
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[ Sl( Sort(...) > 
Cl 
1 
1 S2( Perm(...),Ord(...) ) 
c3 
S5( Perm(...),Ord(...) ) 
FIGURE 3. Reduced tree graph of 
SLOWSORT. The arcs are labeled with the 
name of the clause realizing the transition. 
caused by subgoals which are selected for complete execution (e.g. Del in our 
example). The method developed by Mellish [19] to generate mode declara- 
tions can be applied to obtain this information. 
2. The symbolic trace tree is transformed into an equivalent one having the 
same information content. A goallist Gl, . . . , Gn is replaced by an atom 
P(a1,. . . , ak) such that the argument set al,. . . , ak has the same information 
content as the set Gl,. . . , Gn. (In Slowsort, k = n and ai = Gi). Instead of 
using a single predicate P, several ones are used (but a finite number!). States 
take the same predicate for reasons of similarity (in SLOWSORT, when they are 
a renaming of each other). 
3. A program is synthesized such that execution under the standard computa- 
tion rule gives the same (up to a renaming of variables) symbolic trace tree as 
the one obtained in step 2. The set of transitions (in the modified trace tree) 
between predicates P and Q are used to synthesize a (hopefully finite) set of 
clauses of the skeletal form P( . . .) + . . _ , Q( _ . .). A clause couers a transition 
k to 1 if it realizes the same effect as the transition. Synthesis of the program 
is complete when all transitions are covered exactly once. Synthesized clauses 
must be restrictive enough; they may not be applied to a state if their 
application results in a state which is not in the original symbolic trace tree. 
It should be intuitively clear that symbolic execution of the new program 
results in a symbolic trace tree which is equivalent to the symbolic trace tree 
obtained by executing the symbolic query on the old program. Correctness of 
a transformed program will be proved in the next section for a more 
complicated example. 
2. ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
To reduce the size of symbolic trace trees, we use a modified format in this section. 
Subgoals which are selected for complete execution are drawn as labels on the arcs 
(as the substitutions). They are similar to the substitutions in the sense that they 
represent instantiations (those caused by their execution). This modification does 
not affect the shown example, but it is not recommended as a principle to be used in 
an implementation. 
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In this section we show another classic example in the study of logic and control: 
the sieve of Eratosthenes. The initial program is: 
Primes(n,p) + Integers(2,i) Sift(i,p), Length(p,n). 
Integers(n,Nil) + . 
Integers(n,n.i) 4- m is n + 1, Integers(m,i). 
Sift(n.i,n.p) 6 Filter(n,i,f), Sift(f,p). 
Sift(Nil,Nil) + . 
Filter(n,m.i,f) + Divides(n,m), Filter(n,i,f). 
Filter(n,m.i,m.f) + not Divides(n.m), Filter(n,i,f). 
Filter(n,Nil,Nil) + . 
Length(Nil,O) + . 
Length(h.t,n) + n > 0, m is n - 1, Length(t,n). 
Primes(n,p) succeeds whenever p is the list of the first n prime numbers. For a given 
n, such a list p is computed by first generating lists of integers of increasing length, 
sifting out the multiples of the prime numbers, and then testing whether the 
obtained list has the desired length n. If not, a longer list of integers is generated 
and the sifting restarts from scratch. Again, the algorithm can be improved by 
interleaving the calls to Integers, Sift, Filter, and Length. 
In what follows, we use the abbreviations I for Integers, S for Sift, F for Filter, D 
for Divides, ND for Not Divides, and L for length. 
The symbolic trace tree for the query + Primes(n,p) with n instantiated and p 
free is shown in Figure 4. This time, there is an infinite branch of the tree for which 
no two nodes are renamings of each other. Deciding which predicates to associate 
with which states is a harder task. A more careful look shows some recurring 
patterns: 
(7) QmJ,), F(2M’i), S(fi,~i), L( pi,n,). 
(11) Qm&), F(2J,Ji), S(fi,~i), L(pinJ. 
(14) r(m,,i,),F(2,i,,f,,),F(m,,f,,,f,),S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,). 
(18) Qn&), F(2&M F(ml&fi), %%P~), L(p,,n,). 
(20) r(m,,i,),F(2,i,,f,,),F(m,,f,,,f,),S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,). 
In each of these states, in the future referred to as the P-states, I is the selected call 
and the calls to I, F, S, and L have the same instantiation patterns. The only real 
difference is the number of F-calls. To associate a fixed arity predicate to these 
states we put the F-calls together in a list. Thus, we get 
(7) P( I(m,&), F(2,i,,f,).Nil, S(fi,pi), L(pi,n,) ). 
(11) P( I(m,,i,), F(2&,f,).Nil, S(f,,p,), L(p,,nJ ). 
(14) P( I(m,,i,), F(2,i,,f,,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil, S(f,,p,), L(p,,n,) ). 
(18) P( I(m,,i,), F(2,i,,f,,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil, S(f,,p,), Yp2,n2) ). 
(20) P( I(m&), F(2,i3,f1,).F(m1,f1.z,f~).Nil, S(f,,p,), L(p,,n,) )- 
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mdng) 
I 
2 
x&i). Skp). L(pJln) 
1:s Nil I i:- 2.iI , ml is 2+1 
3 
S(NiI,p). L(PP) 
I p:= Nil 
4 
L(Ni1.n) 
I 
5 
I(m1.i J. S(2.i l,p). L(pd 
p:- 2.pl 
6 
I(m1.i 1). F(2,i 1.f 1). S(f 19 1), L(2.p +> 
I n > 0 .nlisn-1 
I(m1.i 1). F(Z.i’I,f I>. S(f 1.~ 11, L(p 191) 
11 
renaming of 7 
I(mz,id. F(2.i 2.f 111, F(m1.f 11.f 21, S(f 2.~2). iXml.p2sJ 
I nl > 0 , n2 is nl-1 
I(m2.i 21, F(2.i 2.f de l?ml.f 11.f 21, S(f 2.p 21, L(p 2.~4 
i2:= Nil 
15 
I(2.Nil.f 11)~ F(m1.f 11.f 21, S(f 2Bp 2). L(p 2.n2> i2:- rna.is . mj is m2+l 
I fll:- Nil 
16 
renaming of 8 h3.i 31, I;lZm2.i3J 11). & 2X S(f 2,p2). 
fll:- rnz.flz . NDC2.m2) 
F(2.i 3-f 12). tirnlg,.f 2,p2), L(p2.n2) 
F(2.is.f 121. Rm1.f 12,f 21, Sfm3.f 21.pd. L(p 2nJ 
I 
FIGURE 4. Symbolic trace tree of sieve problem. Selected subgoals are in italic, e.g. Primes. 
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Another set of similar states is composed of 
(IO) I(m&), F(2,m,.i,,f,),S(f,,p,), L(p,nJ. 
(I71 I(m&), F(2m,.iJi,), F(mlJi,&>, S(&P~), L(p,n,). 
(19) I(m,,i,),F(2,i,,f,,), F(m,,m,.f,,,f,),S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,). 
From these states an F-call is selected, while the I, S, and L calls have identical 
patterns in each example state. Also, from the transitions 17 to 19, we observe that 
the F-calls are executed in sequence, so that these calls fall apart into two sets: the 
residues of those already executed and those to be executed. We use a five place 
predicate Q to represent these states. For the examples above we get 
(IO) Q( I@,,i,), Nil, W,qi,,f,).NiL S(f,,p,), Up+,) ). 
(17) Q( I@&), Nil, F(2,m,.i,,f,,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil, %,p,), Up+,) ). 
(19) Q( W&h W,i,,f,dW Vm,,m2.f,2,f2).W S&p,), Lh-wd 1. 
Finally, the branch on the right hand side of the trace tree contains two 
additional sets of similar states-not counting the states in the initialization 
steps-where S (in states 12 and 21) and L (in states 13 and 22) are selected. 
Generating new predicates for these states can be avoiding by using inline expan- 
sion during the synthesis. 
This was the hardest part of the transformation process. What remains to be 
done is the synthesis of the clauses. We have transitions from P-states to Q-states. 
The clause performing the transition 7-10 is 
P( I(m,,m,.i,),F(2,m,.i,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,) > + 
m,ism, + 1, 
Q( I(m,,i,),Nil,F(2,m,.i,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,) )- 
For the transition 14-17 we obtain 
P( I(m,,m,.i,),F(2,m,.i,,f,,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,) ) * 
m,ism,+ 1, 
Q( I(m,,i,),Nil,F(2,m,.i,,f,,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p,),L(p,,n,) >- 
Looking at relationships between arguments in P and Q, it is not very hard to 
come up with following generalization (terms common in P and Q are replaced by 
variables): 
Cl: P( I(m,m.i),f,s,l) 4- 
miism + 1, 
Q( I(q,i),Nil,f,s,l). 
This clause realizes all the example transitions in the sense that given the instantia- 
tion pattern of the call, it causes the same substitution as each example. 
Another set of transitions is from P to q (over some intermediate states). A 
clause performing 7-O is 
P( I(m,,Nil) , F(2,Nil,Nil).Nil, S(Nil,Nil) , L(Nil,O) ) + . 
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For 14-0 we have 
P( I(m,,Nil) ,F(2,Nil,Nil).F(m,,Nil,Nil).Nil,S(Nil,Nil) ,L(Nil,O) ) * . 
Since the bindings between the parameters within I, F, S, and L are already present 
at the time of the P-calls, we may generalize this to 
C2: P( I(m,Nil),f,s,L(Nil,O)) *. 
Next, we have the transitions from Q to P, dealing with the case where the 
number is not prime, e.g. 10-11, 17-18, 19-20,. . . Here we need some knowledge 
about list manipulation, but it is not hard to find 
C3: Q( i,fl,,F(m,,m,.f,,f,).fl,,s,l) + 
Divides( m, ,m2 ), 
Append( fir, F( ml,f,,f2).f12,new_fl) 
P( i,new_fl,s,l). 
A different type of transitions, although from Q to P again, deal with the case 
where a new prime number is obtained and the sifting of a next one-S- and L-calls 
-is prepared. Examples are 10-12-13 and 19-21-22. A clause synthesizing these is 
C4: Q( i,fl,,F(m,,m,.f,,m,.f,).Nil,S(m,.f,,m,.p) ,L(m,.p,n) ) + 
not Divides( mi , m2 ), 
Append( fl,,F(m,,f,,f,).F(m,,f,,f,).Nil,new_fl), 
n1 is n + 1, 
P( i,new_fl, S(f,,p), L(p,n,) ). 
Finally, there are transitions from Q to Q, e.g. 17-19. The clause realizing them 
should only be activated when at least two F-calls remain to be executed. This is 
guaranteed in 
C5: Q( i,fl, ,F(m,,m,.f,,m,.f,).fl,.fl,,s,l ) + 
not Divides( m, , m 2 ) , 
Append( f4, F( m,,f,,f,).Nil,new_fl), 
Q( i,new_fl,fl,.fl,,s,l). 
To complete the program we need the clauses for initialization: transition 
l-2-5-6-7: 
C7: Sl( Primes(q2.p) ) + 
miis2 + 1, 
niisn - 1, 
P( I(m,,i> , F(%if) -Nil, S(b) , J$w > > 
and 1-2-3-4-O: 
C8: Sl( Primes(O,Nil) ) + . 
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The clauses Cl to C8 augmented with the definition for Divides and Append 
form the new program, where the Generate and Test parts are now interleaved. It is 
well known that performance can be further improved by introducing difference 
lists to eliminate the calls to Append. 
3. CORRECTNESS OF THE TRANSFORMATION 
Although the new program looks good, it is likely that a suspicious reader will have 
some questions concerning the correctness of the transformed program. This cor- 
rectness is obviously dependent on two quite different aspects of the transformation: 
(1) The specification of the computation rule: has the trace tree been developed 
far enough to obtain all relevant states and to offer examples of all relevant 
transitions? 
(2) The correctness of the synthesis technique: will the trace tree of the new 
program under the standard computation rule be equivalent to that of the 
original program under the new rule? 
We can prove that the transformed program is sound and complete in the following 
sense: for the given query, regardless of its instantiation pattern, there exists a 
computation rule for the old program, such that-up to inline expansion on the old 
program-both trees describe identical unification and backtracking processes on 
all variables involved. In other words, with some inline expansion and some 
renaming of sets of subgoals to new predicate names and structures, the two trees 
become identical and produce an identical set of answers. 
Whether both programs define equivalent relations for the top level predicates 
Primes(-,-) and Sl( Primes(-,-) ), i.e. equivalent fixpoints, is an open problem. 
To prove the above correctness results, we will show by induction that starting 
from two equivalent queries, the new program under the PROLOG computation 
rule and the old program under some computation rule lead to sequences of 
equivalent goal statements in the sense that: 
they contain the same set of variables (up to renaming), 
these variables as well as the variables in the initial query have obtained the same 
instantiations. 
The initial queries are + Primes( n,p) and +- Sl( Primes( n,p)). 
First we prove that there exists a computation rule for the old program such that, 
for each state in the execution, after a finite number of resolution steps, a goal 
statement is reached whose structure is one of the following: 
the empty goal statement 0; 
I(m,i), F(m&f,), P(m2,f,,f2), . . . , F(m,,f,_,,f,), S(f,,p), L&n) (“P-state”), with 
12 1; 
I(m,i), F(m,,i,f,), P(m2,ft,f2), . . . , F(mj,fj- l,fj), F(mj +,P’.fj,fj+ 11, 
Vmj,fj+,,fj+,),---, FO%f,-J,)~ S(f,,p), Uv> 
(“Q-state”), with j 2 0 and 12 1. 
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Initially, starting from a query Primes(n,q) and using the computational rule 
displayed in the symbolic trace tree of Figure 4, it is clear that we arrive either at 0 
or at +- I(m,,i,), F(2,i,,f,), S(f,,p,), L(p,,n,), which is an instance of a P-state with 
I= 1. This is the basis of our induction proof. 
For the inductive step, we show that for each of the general forms, there exist a 
computation rule such that, after a finite number of steps, we arrive again at a 
general form. 
(4 
(b) 
+ I(m’.i’), F(m,,m.i’,f,), F(m,,f,,f,), . . . , 
F(m,,f,-,,f,),S(f,,p),L(p,n). (3) 
This is an instance of a Q-state with j = 0. 
The Q-state + I(m,i), F(m,,i,f,), F(m,,f,,f,), . . . , F(mj,f,-,,fj), 
F(mj+&ef,7fj+Jy F(mj+,,f,+ l,fj+z), . . . , W,,f,-,J,h S(f,,p), W,n). For 
this state, the computation rule selects F(m,+,,m’.fj,fj+ i), resulting in: 
Using the first clause, new Divide and F subgoals are created: Case 1. 
+- I(m,i),Divide(mj+,,m’),F(m,,i,f,),F(m,,f,,f,),..., 
F(mj,fj-,,fj),F(mj+,,fj,fj+,),F(mj+2,fj+,,fj+2),..., 
F(m,,f,-,,f,),S(f,,p),L(p,n). 
Here, the rule selects Divide and executes it until termination, so 
that the state 
+ I(m,i),F(m,,i,f,),...,F(m,,f,-,,f,),S(f,,p),L(p,n). 
Case 2. 
is obtained, which is an instance of the P-state. 
Using the second clause with j + 1 < I, the substitution is fj+ i := 
m’.f; + i and Not Divide and F subgoals are created. The new 
The P-state + ItmA Wq,i,f,), F(m,,f,,f,), . . . , F(q,f,-J,), S(f,,p), Up,@. 
Here, the computation rule selects I(m,i) and we distinguish: 
Case 1. Using the first clause, the substitution is i: = Nil, and we obtain the 
goal statement 
+ F(m,,Nil,f,),F(m,,f,,f,), . . . ,F(mJ-l,fr), S(f,,p),L(p,n). 
(1) 
With the PROLOG computation rule and after I + 1 resolution 
steps we obtain 6 L(Nil,n), which either fails or leads to 0. 
Case 2. Using the second clause, the substitution is i := m .i’ and we obtain 
+ m’ is m + 1, I(m’,i’), 
F(m,,m.i’,f,),F(m,,f,,f,),...,F(m,,f,-,,f,), 
W,d, Lb-4 (2) 
The computation rule selects and executes m’ is m + 1, so that we 
obtain 
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state is 
+ I(m,i),Not Divide(mj+,,m’),F(m,,i,f,),F(m,,f,,f,), . . . , 
F(mj,fj-,,f,),F(mj+,,f,,fj+,),F(mj+,,m’.f/+,,fj+,),..., 
F(m,,f,-,,f,),S(f,,p),L(p,n). 
We now select and completely execute Not Divide, giving rise to 
+- I(m,i),F(m,,i,f,),F(m2,f,,f2), . . . , 
F(mj+,,m’.fj+,,f,+,),...,F(m,,f,-,,f,),S(f,,p),L(p,n). 
It is an instance of the Q-state. 
Case 3. Again using the second clause, but j + 1 = 1. The substitution and 
the created subgoals are the same but the new goal is now: 
+ I(m,i),Not Divide(mj+,,m’), 
F(m,,i,f,),F(m,,f,,f,),...,F(m,,f,,f,),...,F(m,,f,-,,f;), 
S(m’.f;,p),L(p,n). 
In this case, we consequently select and execute Not Divide, expand 
S (creating a new Filter) and L, and finally solve the subtraction 
and the comparison with zero created by the expansion of L; the 
result is 
+ I(m,i),F(m,,i,fi),F(m,,f,,f,),..., 
F(m,,f,-,,f;), F(m’,f,‘,f,+i), S(f,+,,p’),L(p’,n’) 
with parameter binding p := m’.p’ and n’ := n - 1. This is again a 
P-state. 
This completes the first part of the proof. 
The second part shows that the new program under the PROLOG computation 
rule imitates the old program under the computation rule whose existence is proven 
in the first part of the proof: 
the same substitutions to variables in the query; 
a one to one correspondence between empty goal statements; 
a one to one correspondence between the P and Q states on the one side and goal 
statements of the following form on the other side: 
+ P( I(m,i),F(m,,i,f,). F(m,,f,,f,). . . . 
.F(m,,f,-,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p),L(p,n) >, 12 1, 
+ Q( Ib,i>,F( m,,i,f,).F(m,,f,,f,). . . . 
.F(mj,fj_,,fj).Nil,F(mj+,,m’.fj,fj+,).F(mj+,,f,+,,fj+,). ... 
.F(m,,f,_,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p), L(p,n) ), j 2 0 and I2 1. 
The proof is as tedious as the previous one. By way of example we consider the 
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P-state. Given a goal statement of the form 
+- P( I(m,i),F(mI,ifI).F( m,,f,,f,)...F(m,,f,-,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p),L(p.n) ) 
and that there is a corresponding P-state, 
Case 1. 
Case 2. 
applying C2 gives the substitutions i := Nil, p := Nil, and n := 0, and 
results in q . This is equivalent to (1) in case 1 of the P-state of the first 
part of the proof, except that there we have additional substitutions 
f i := Nil, f 2 := Nil, . . . , f, := Nil. However, from the clause Primes(n,p) + 
I(n,i), S(i,p), L(p,n) and the clauses for L in the old program, it is clear 
that the substitutions for p and n completely determine the instantia- 
tion of Primes, so that these additional substitutions have no impact on 
the top level query at all. 
applying Cl results in 
+ m’is m + l,Q( I(m’,i’),Nil, 
F(m,,m.i’,f,).F(m,,f,,f,). . .F(m,,f,-,,f,).Nil,S(f,,p),L(p,n) ), 
with the substitution i := m.i’. This is equivalent to (2) in case 2 for the 
P-state. As in the old program, m’ is m + 1 is executed, leading to 
+ Q( I(m’)i’),. 
which is equivalent to (3). 
The proofs about the initial query + Sl( Primes(n,p) ) and the Q-state are left to 
the reader. 
This completes our proof and shows that the transformed program is correct: the 
answers obtainable from the transformed program under the standard computation 
rule are the same as those obtainable from the old program under some computa- 
tion rule. (The one used in constructing the proof is also the one used to obtain the 
symbolic trace tree.) 
We have proved that the symbolic trace tree has been developed far enough (all 
relevant cases have been considered) and that on the other hand sufficient clauses 
have been generated, causing the correct substitutions and the same successes and 
failures. 
The main ideas from this proof can also be applied in part to a general proof on 
the correctness of the proposed transformation technique. However, because of the 
complex terminology needed to formulate it, such a proof is outside the scope of the 
current paper (see [7]). 
To complete this section, we mention that we have successfully transformed a 
number of other classical problems requiring a flexible control. Details for N queens 
can be found in [3], for N lucky numbers in [7]. Those for all others (see Section 1) 
are available from the authors. 
4. TOWARDS AUTOMATIC TRANSFORMATION 
From our examples, we can distinguish a number of different tasks that have to be 
performed by the person who does the transformation manually. As stated earlier, 
we will restrict our attention to the synthesis part and assume that a symbolic trace 
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tree has already been developed up to a sufficiently high level, guided by some ideal 
computation rule. 
The sequence of remaining tasks is: 
1. Partitioning the set of states in the trace tree into a finite set of equivalence 
classes Csi, each of which contains states that are mutually sufficiently 
similar, in order to allow them to be represented as instances of the same new 
predicate in the new program. Actually, from the examples we can see that it 
is not essential to have a complete partitioning, in the sense that UiCsi does 
not have to span the entire set of states in the trace tree. It suffices that for 
every state S there exists a state S’ descending from it in the trace with 
S’ E-uiCs.. 
2. For every class Cs,, finding a new predicate that can represent all the 
example states withm Csi. This involves some easy subtasks, such as grouping 
subgoals of a fixed type that appear a changing number of times in the 
different, similar example states in one list (e.g. the list of F-calls in the 
P-predicate of Sieve). But it also includes more tricky steps, such as splitting 
up lists of identically instantiated subgoals into sublists (e.g. lists of F-calls in 
the Q-predicate). There, the human uses his understanding of the program’s 
semantics to come up with an appropriate splitting. 
3. Partitioning the set of transitions (possibly after some inline expansion is 
performed) into equivalence classes C,, the elements of which are similar in 
the sense that they allow a common generalization by one clause. 
4. For each class C r,, generating a generalizing clause for the new program. 
Here, we should take care that the heads of different generalized clauses can 
only match when there is a corresponding branching in the original trace 
tree. 
4.1. Similarity of States 
The hardest part in doing the transformations manually is to find sets of goal 
statements which are similar: same subgoal selected, same group of subgoals 
present. Such states are considered as instantiations of a common pattern P(. . .). In 
the trace tree, they can be replaced by atoms P( . . . ) which are instantiations of the 
common form. The trace tree folds together into a state graph when nodes with the 
same predicate P become represented by a single node. This process will be repeated 
until the trace graph has a finite number of nodes (e.g. Figure 2). It turns out that a 
notion of similarity is not so hard to define after all. Although the human 
programmer uses intuition and his understanding of the problem to come up with 
the most adequate selection, there seems to be a large range of different selections 
that can serve sufficiently well as a basis for further synthesis. What we should make 
sure of however, is that: 
1. The computation, starting from similar states, proceeds in similar ways so 
that we are not forced to generate a large number of new clauses to describe 
all possible manners in which the computation may proceed from a particu- 
lar set of similar states. 
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2. We obtain only a finite number of classes. This is essential in order to be able 
to generate a finite program. 
We will define two states to be similar whenever the same type of subgoal 
(combination of predicate symbol and instantiation pattern) is selected from them. 
For instance, looking at the example SLOWSORT again, the different types of 
selected subgoals throughout the symbolic trace trees are Sort(p,,p& Perm(p,,p,), 
Ord(p,), Ord(p,.p,), Ord(p,.p,.p& Del(p,,pz.p3,p,), and p1 I p2. For the infinite 
branch in the tree, the similar states are: 
Sl [Sort(p,,p,) selected], 
S2,S5,SlO [Perm(p,,p,) selected], 
s4,s7 [Del( pi,p2.p3> A) selectedI, 
S8 [Ord(p,.p,,p,) selectedI, 
s9 [pi < p2 selected]. 
Observe that more states become similar with this definition than with the approach 
of Section 1. This may lead to a slightly different and possibly less readable 
transformed program, which is however a small price to pay for automation. 
With the definition, condition 1 imposed above will be fulfilled, since the 
computation can only proceed with as many different immediate actions as the old 
program contains clauses that are applicable to the selected subgoal. For example, 
the computation starting from the similar states S2,S5, SlO, . . . of SLOWSORT has to 
proceed by expanding Perm(p,,p,), using either 
Perm(Nil,Nil) + . 
or 
Perm(x.y,u.v) +- Del(u,x.y,w),Perm(w,v) 
from the old program. 
Unfortunately, condition 2 will not necessarily be fulfilled. Of course, there are 
only a finite number of predicates in the old program, but if their parameters 
contain recursively defined terms, then an infinite set of differently instantiated, 
selected subgoals could in principle turn up. Nevertheless, if we make the natural 
assumption that the new computation rule is finite, then only a finite part of these 
recursively defined terms can be relevant to the rule. We will therefore assume that 
the system performing the transformation has one nonautomatic feature, with which 
the user may specify that the instantiation patterns of some parameters or parts of 
parameters are irrelevant to the computation rule. 
4.2. The Generation of New Predicates 
In this step we try to obtain a common representation for similar states. For this 
task we know a number of heuristics which seem to work quite well: 
If a subgoal type has the same number of occurrences in each member of the set, 
then each occurrence is an argument of the state. 
If a subgoal type appears a variable number of times, then the occurrences are 
pulled together in a list, and they take one argument position in the state. 
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However, sometimes it is necessary to split the list in two parts. This is the case 
when 
the subgoal to be selected in the state is not easily accessible (neither first nor last 
in the list); 
in the successor of the state, the list is nontrivially split in two parts (neither the 
first nor last element split oh). 
Let us return to the sieve example again to illustrate this. The finite set of 
different select subgoal types here is 
A set of similar states where the subgoal-type F(p1,p2.p3,p4) was selected are 
SlO, S17, S26, S28, S30,. . . . The instances of the new predicate, using the above 
heuristics, for S26, S28, and S30 (due to space restrictions these were not included in 
Figure 4) are: 
S26: W(m,,i,), F(2,m3.i,,fJ, F(mJI,f2).F(m2,f2f,).Nil, 
%,P3)>L(P3,n,)) 
S28: P(W,,i,), F(mI,m3.f21,f2), F(2,i,,f,,).F(m,,f2,f3).Nil, 
W3>P,),L(P,~~,)) 
S30: P(I(m,,i,),F(m,,m,.f2,,f3),F(2,i,,f2,).F(m,,f,,,f22).Nil, 
On each occasion, there is one sufficiently instantiated F-call, which is the second 
parameter in the new predicate. Expanding it with the second F-clause and solving 
the newly generated ND-call causes the residue of the F-call to take place within the 
list of unsufficiently instantiated F-calls, and at the same time causes a next F-call 
from this list to get further instantiated and move to the second parameter. 
However, in the transition from S26 to S28, it is the first member of the F-list that 
becomes further instantiated, while in S28 and S30 it is the second. This kind of 
behavior is hard to express in a generalizing clause. 
Notice that changing the way in which the new calls are added in the lists (e.g. at 
the end of the list) does not solve the problem; it merely postpones the problem 
until the next sequence of F-expansions is dealt with. 
Finding a good splitting for lists of subgoals is the most problematic part of the 
whole transformation process. Analyzing the history of the computational flow in 
the trace, we have recognized the following cases: 
All elements in the list have to be dealt with by a similar inference step: a 
division must be made into those already treated and those not yet treated 
(Filter calls in the problem of the Sieve of Eratosthenes). 
The origin of the subgoals has to be identified: which call was creating them (all 
Leaves calls in the SAMELEAVES problem originate from one of the two initial 
Leaves calls). 
A splitting is good if, in the following synthesis of clauses, the manipulation of the 
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lists can be done with simple list operations (select first, select last, add to front, add 
to tail). 
However, when we use this type of global information on the trace tree’s history 
to obtain indications on which kind of splitting is appropriate in a given setting, it is 
very hard to decide whether or not we have gathered sufficiently many heuristics to 
cover all possible input programs and computation rules. We have two alternative 
approaches: 
1. We can use local information from the similar example states in the equiva- 
lence class, in terms of a pattern of parameter bindings occurring between 
the subgoals of all these states. For example, in the similar states 
SlO, 37, s19, . . . of the sieve problem, a chain of parameter bindings follow- 
ing a fixed pattern can be detected (see Figure 5). Obviously, an attempt at 
splitting should be made by gathering the elements of the two subchains of 
F-calls connected with the selected subgoal F(mj+,,m’.f,f,+ i) into separate 
lists. This results in the splitting of Section 3., For SAMELEAVES a similar 
observation can do the trick. The advantage of this technique over the global 
computation analysis above is that the range of heuristics needed will be 
much more limited, since they are all related to parameter bindings. There- 
fore, the hope of eventually replacing them by an algorithm covering all cases 
is much more realistic. 
2. Instead of splitting up lists at compile time, we can split them up at runtime. 
This of course is a solution we want to avoid as much as possible, but the 
cases where nontrivial splittings (neither the first member, nor the last, nor 
the second , . . . is split off in all the example states) are needed are rare. Also, 
since we have precise information on the type of subgoals in the problem list 
and on the location of the variable(s) that might get further instantiated 
during the transition, we can write an efficient splitting procedure to detect 
and remove a further instantiated subgoal from the list. Therefore, on the 
whole, we will not loose much efficiency by generating an additional call to 
that splitting procedure in the body of this minority of problem clauses. 
II 
fz) 
1 
;\\ 
S( fll P) 
F( ml_l9 fl_2' fl_1) 
// // 
F( ml, f&I8 f$ 
FIGURE 5. Parameter binding pattern for the Q-states in the sieve problem. 
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4.3. Similarity of Transitions 
Next, we propose a method for partitioning the set of transitions into similar ones 
and at the same time performing some inline expansion. Again, we will use the sieve 
program to illustrate it, but in order to reduce the complexity of the diagrams, we 
restrict our attention to the infinite branches in the trace tree. These branches can be 
automatically converted into a finite graph of which the nodes are the different 
selected subgoals and an arc from subgoal2 is drawn whenever there exists a state S 
such that S was generated after the selection of subgoal1 and subgoal2 was selected 
from S. For the sieve, this results in the graph of Figure 6, where the numbering of 
the states Si corresponds to that of Figure 4 and the state Si’ corresponds to the 
omitted intermediate ones of that same figure. 
This new graph can also be obtained using the synthesis algorithm of Biermann 
[l]. This algorithm associates a flow chart, having as few nodes as possible, to a 
given trace sequence of conditions and instructions. It can be applied to our 
example, using at each level of the branch the state as a condition and the selected, 
renamed subgoal as an instruction, to obtain the graph of Figure 6. However, we 
point out that the algorithm of [l] can deal with more complex traces than the ones 
occurring in our setting. 
Sl 
V 
[ Primes(pl.pa) [ 
s2 
-+ I(Pz+ 
S2’ 
1 
Pl is P2+P3 
, 
Sll,S18.S20,... 
F(Pl$2P3*& + 
s1o’.s17’.s19’,... 
- 4 SfPlp*.Ps) I 
S7.Sl4.S23.... 
FIGURE 6. Selected goal graph for the sieve problem. 
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The complexity of the graph can now be reduced using a simple rule. The 
purpose of this reduction is that of inline expansion. It is optional in order to obtain 
the synthesized program, and in fact, it was only partly included in our implementa- 
tion. 
First, we need a definition: a principal node of the graph is defined as a node in 
which more than one arc enters. In the example, I(p,,p,), F(P~,P~.P~,JQ) and 
S(p,.p,, p3) are principal nodes. 
The reduction rule then says: 
Detect all paths in the graph that start either from the top level query or from a 
state preceding a principal node and end either in the state preceding the 
following principal node or in an empty clause. 
Replace each such path by a triplet consisting of the path’s initial state, one node 
labeled by the union of all the selected subgoals labeling its nodes, and the 
path’s final state. 
As a result, for the sieve of Eratosthenes, we obtain the reduced graph goal of 
Figure 7. 
Taking a closer look at Figure 7, we notice that all but four equivalence classes of 
similar states have disappeared from the graph. The first three have a one-to-one 
Sl 
1 
Nl: 
PrimesCpl .pz> 
N2: 
A I(Pl.PZ) 4 
Pl is P2+P3 
Sll,SlS.S20.... 
S7.S14,S23,... 
N3: N4: 
Fb1$2-P3+‘4) _ s19,... 
_ D(P,.P,) 
N5: 
%l.P2#3) 
Lh*P2.P3) 
Pl is P2+P3 
FIGURE 7. Reduced graph goal for the infinite branches of the sieve problem. 
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correspondence with the states that remained after the manual transformation of 
Section 3: 
{Sl} to Sl, 
{S2,S7,Sll,Sl4,Sl8,S2O,S23, ._.} to the P-state, 
{SlO,S17,S19,S28,S30,. .} to the Q-state. 
An additional class is { S5,S12,S21,. _ . }, which we will call the R-state. 
As a final definition, two transitions in th, .-educed goal graph will now be called 
similar, whenever both: 
1. start from similar states, 
2. end up in similar states. 
3. have the same sequence of expanded and completely solved subgoal types. 
In our example, this leaves us with seven classes of mutually nonsimilar transitions: 
Sl(Primes(. . .)) + Nl + S2(1(. . .), F( _ _ .), S( . . .), L( . . .)) (Sl to P-state), 
S2(I(...),F(...),S(...),L(...))~N2-,S5(I(...),F(...),S(...),L(...))(P-state 
to R-state), 
s5,s12,s21, . . .( I(. . .),F(. . . ), S( . . . ), L( _ . . )) + N5 - S7,S14,S23.. . 
( I(. . .), F(. . .), S(. . .), L( . . .)) (R-state to P-state), 
S7,S14,S23, . . . ( I(. _ . ), F( . . . ), S( . . . ), L( . . . )) - N2 + SlO,S17,S26,. . . 
(I(...),Fl(...),F2(...),S(...),L(...))(P_state toQ-state), 
SlO,S17,S19,. . . ( I(. . .), Fl(. . .), F2(. . .), S(. . .), L(. . .) -+ N3 -+ Sll,S18,S20,. . . 
( I(. . .), F( . . .), S( . . . ), L( . . .)) (Q-state to P-state), 
S17$26,S28 ,... ( I(...),Fl(...),F2(...),S(...),L(...))~N4-,S19,S28,S30 ,... 
( I(. . .), Fl(. . .), F2(. . .), S(. . .), L(. . .)) (Q-state to Q-state), 
SlO,S19, . . . ( I(. . . ), Fl( . . . ), F2(. . . ), S( . . . ), L( . . . )) + N5 + S12,S21,. . . 
( I(. . .), F(. . .), S( . . .), L( . . .)) (Q-state to R-state). 
Comparing these transitions with the manual transformation of Section 3, we have: 
the composition of Sl + Nl + S2, S2 + N2 --, S5, and S5 +N5 + S7 corre- 
sponds to C7, 
S7,S14,S23,. . . -+ N2 + SlO,S17,S26.. . to Cl, 
s1o,s17,s19,. . . -+ N3 + Sll,S18,S20.. . to C3, 
S26,. . . + N4 + S28,. . . to C5, 
the composition of SlO,S19,. . . --, N4 + S12,S21,. . . , and S12,S21,. . . + N5 -+ 
S14,S23,. . . to C4. 
4.4. Generation of New Clauses 
Finally, a new clause has to be derived for every transition in the trace tree, using 
the new predicates obtained in step 2. This procedure has been sufficiently discussed 
and illustrated in sections 2 and 3. 
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Also, a generalization for all the clauses in each class of similar transitions has to 
be found. This is done by replacing each parameter in the example clauses by its 
least generalization. Special care has to be taken that whenever the head of an 
example transition belonging to a class different from the one we are currently 
generalizing is an instantiation of the head of the new generalizing clause, there has 
to be a corresponding branching point in the original trace tree. We will not go into 
the details for the generalization or its resulting clauses for the sieve example, since 
in essence they are as described in the previous section. 
5. DISCUSSION 
We have introduced a new transformation technique for logic programs. Programs 
whose execution is inefficient under the PROLOG computation rule are transformed 
into programs which are efficient under the same standard rule. The transformation 
uses a trace obtained by execution of a symbolic query under the ideal computation 
rule. We have demonstrated the technique for a number of well-known examples 
whose execution requires coroutining between different calls. 
We have distinguished three parts in the transformation process: (1) partitioning 
the infinite number of states in the trace into a finite number of sets such that the 
members in the same set are similar; (2) finding a good representation for members 
of the same set such that each member is an instance of the same general pattern; 
(3) partitioning the transitions into classes of similar ones and generalizing the 
clauses obtained with each class, so that the whole trace is covered, the set of 
synthesized clauses is finite, and execution of the query against the new program 
gives-under the PROLOG computation rule-a trace which is equivalent with the 
original one. We have also shown, with an example, that the transformed program is 
correct: there exists a computation rule for the original program such that both 
programs obtain the same answers. 
We have discussed the problem of automating the method. We have formulated a 
definition for similarity of states to solve step 1. We have presented several 
alternative methods that are promising for solving step 2. We have indicated that a 
method inspired by a program synthesis technique given in [l] is adequate for the 
partitioning phase of step 3 and argued that the generalization phase is rather easy. 
n Original Automatic 
10 0.762 0.342 0.184 0.098 
20 7.480 2.110 1.122 0.380 
40 69.94 15.92 7.170 1.768 
80 686.6 136.7 54.46 8.620 
Automatic 
+ inline expansion 
Manual 
FIGURE 8. CPU time in seconds for the original and transformed sieve of Eratosthenes 
programs. 
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Currently, a prototype transformation system has been built. The system is based 
on an interactive elaboration of the trace tree up to a user defined level. For the 
moment, the system only performs trivial splittings of lists at compile time (step 2). 
For SLOWSORT, where splitting of lists is not required, for a completely reversed 
input list of type [n,n - 1,. . . , 11, the original program takes Cn! seconds of CPU 
time to produce the ordered list, while the transformed program only needs C’2”. 
On the other hand, for the sieve of Eratosthenes, the results are as described in the 
table of Figure 8, where the manually transformed program consists of the clauses 
Cl to C8 as they were derived in Section 3 and the automatically transformed 
program essentially consists of the following clauses: 
Sl( Primes( 0,Nil)) + . 
Sl( Primes( n, 2.~)) +- 
m,is2 + 1, 
ni is n - 1, 
P(I(m,,i), F(2,i,f).Nil, S(f,p), L(p,nJ). 
P(I(m, Nil), f, s, L(Nil, 0)) + . 
P(I(m, m.i), f, s, 1) + 
m, is m + 1, 
Spips( f , F( a, b, c), b, f_inst.Nil, f-rem), 
Q(I(m,, i), f-ins& f-rem, s, 1). 
Q( i, W,, m2.fl, f2), f-rem, s, 1) +- 
Divides(m,, m2), 
P( i, F(m,, f,, f,).f_rem, s,l). 
Qk JW,, qf,, m,.f,), f-rem, s,l) * 
not Divides(m,, m,), 
Spips(f_rem, F( a, b, c), b, f_inst.Nil, f-rem,). 
Q(i, f_inst , F(m,, f,, f,).f_rem,, s,l). 
Q(i Wm,, m2.fl, m,.f,), f-rem, W&, m,.p), b-w, n)> + 
not Divides(m,, m2), 
ni is n - 1, 
P( i, W,, f,, f,).F@,, f,, f,).f_rem, W,, p), UP, nd). 
where the predicate Spips-short for “split on the instantiation patterns”- is used 
to split up a list of subgoals, all having the same predicate symbol, into two new 
lists, one of which has length one, according to differences in their instantiation 
patterns. It uses knowledge-obtained from the trace tree-concerning the kind of 
parameter within the subgoal that might become further instantiated during the 
transition and is defined by: 
Spips( Nil, x, y , Nil, Nil) + . 
Spips( shape.tail, shape, parm, shape.Nil, tail) + 
Nonvar( parm), 
! . . 
Spips( head.tail, shape, parm, list, head.taill) + 
Spips( tail, shape, list, taill). 
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The automatically transformed program is different from the one above in the 
sense that it contains a lot more clauses. Here, we manually performed a great deal 
of inline expansion on the output obtained from the transformation system-as 
mentioned before, the system does not perform any reduction at this time-mainly 
to achieve a program that clearly illustrates the essential differences between the 
manual and automatical transformation. From Figure 8 we can see that the 
automatic version is 2.2 to 5.0 times faster than the original program (after inline 
expansion 4.1 to 12.6 times), but for the manual transformation we have an increase 
in speed of 77.7 to 79.6 times. This indicates clearly that further work on the 
recognition of parameter-binding patterns will pay off. 
At present, we are working on a solution for this problem based on an alternative 
representation for the states. In essence, the transformation technique we have been 
describing 
observes the recursive patterns of sequences of states and selected subgoals 
appearing under the new computation rule, and 
builds this recursion into the new program by means of a particular structure for 
the new predicates and clauses. 
Since different types of subgoals obtain different positions in the new predicates 
(using lists to express multiple occurrences), mere unification can detect at runtime 
whether or not a-sufficiently instantiated-subgoal of some type is present within 
a given state. In this way, the use of structure to simulate the effect of the new 
computation rule can deal with most of the actions that have to be taken: selecting 
the right type of subgoal, adding newly generated subgoals to the appropriate 
argument positions, and guiding the computation into the desired following state. 
Only one feature of the computation cannot be dealt with directly: the shifting of 
a subgoal from one position in the predicate to another, due to a parameter in the 
subgoal that gets further instantiated. The reason why we can not deal with this 
problem in an elegant way is that the structure that we have built into the new 
predicates does not contain any information on the parameter bindings existing 
between the different pending subgoals. 
The new representations for the states which we are currently investigating are 
basically networks of processes (the pending subgoals) and pipes (the parameter 
bindings linking them). As an example, the new representation for the Q-predicate 
of the sieve of Eratosthenes would be a PROLOG description for the graph in 
Figure 5. Here-and in all the example programs that we have studied so far-the 
network has the shape of a degenerated tree. The structure of the F-calls in Figure 5 
is a typical example. In our representation, the selected subgoal will serve as a root 
for the tree. Also, the new representation will be reserved for those types of subgoals 
that are in need of nontrivial splitting of lists in the old representation. With it, we 
obtain a new predicate Q with arity four: 
Q( I(m,i>, 
tree( F(mj+,,m’.f,Jj+I), 
{selected subgoal} 
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F(mj,fj_i,fj). * . * .F(m,,f,,f,).F(m,,i,f,).Nil, 
{list representing left branch} 
F(mj+z,f+i,fj+z). . . * .F(m,-,,f,-,,f,-,).F(m,,f,,,f,).Nil), 
{list representing right branch} 
S(f,YP), 
L(pn)). 
A new clause covering the transition Q to Q with this representation is 
CS: Q( i,tree( F(mj+r ,m’.fj.m’.fj+r),l,n.r),s,l) + 
not Divides(mj+,,m’), 
Q( i,tree( n,F(mj+~,fj,fj+,).l,r),s,l). 
The one for transition Q to P is 
C3’: Q( i,tree( F(mj+,,m’.fj,m’.fj+,),l,r),s,l) + 
Divides(mj+,,m’), 
Reverse(1, revl) , 
Apwd( revl,f(mj+,,fj,fj+l).r,f), 
P( i,f,s,l). 
(The overload of the reverse and append calls can be avoided by using difference 
lists). 
Using the pipes in the network, it has now become easy to detect changing 
instantiation patterns within the set of pending subgoals. However, whether there 
always exists an easily accessible PROLOG representation for any such network 
and whether it is easy to obtain automatically is still subject to further research. 
At the same time we are also working on some other unresolved questions: 
Is a fully automated system (including the generation of a finite part of the 
symbolic trace tree) possible? 
To what extent can a general correctness proof be formulated? Can it be 
automated to play a useful role in the system (to decide how far the trace tree 
must be explored)? 
What are the limitations of the method? We have two conjectures: 
1. Any program can be transformed when its control program (the program 
controlling the selection of subgoals, i.e. realizing the computation rule) is 
finite and its decisions are based solely on the instantiation patterns of the 
subgoals in the goal statement. Programs whose computation rule ex- 
presses lazy evaluation are typical representants of this category. They are 
also the main targets of the systems as described by Turchin [22], Narain 
[18], and Wadler [23]. 
2. Any program can be transformed when its control program is finite. In 
this case the transformation can be much harder and may require the 
introduction of state variables which have nothing to do with the original 
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program, but keep track of the state of computation (e.g. depth of the 
proof tree). 
Finally, we want to speculate about the applicability of the method. In principle, 
the technique can be used to transform logic programs in a language not (always) 
using the PROLOG computation rule (e.g. X-PROLOG, MU-PROLOG,. . .) into 
PROLOG programs (see [15] for a survey). Also, programs written in languages as 
FCP (Flat Concurrent PROLOG), PARLOG, guarded horn clauses, etc. could be 
converted to the extent that they do not depend on real time input (e.g., the trace of 
a FCP version of the sieve of Eratosthenes can serve as the input of the transforma- 
tion). 
We are indebted to Walter Lippens for the careful development of the symbolic trace trees of the 
examples and for his initial work on their transformation along the given guidelines. His trace trees 
proved invaluable in working out the details of the method. 
The first author is supported by the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research as a Research 
Associate. The other authors are supported by the Belgian I.W.O.N.L.I.R.S.I.A. under contract number 
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